ABSTRACT Since the 1G of mobile technology, mobile wireless communication systems have continued to evolve, bringing into the network architecture new interfaces and protocols, as well as unified services, high data capacity of data transmission, and packet-based transmission (4G). This evolution has also introduced new vulnerabilities and threats, which can be used to launch attacks on different network components, such as the access network and the core network. These drawbacks stand as a major concern for the security and the performance of mobile networks, since various types of attacks can take down the whole network and cause a denial of service, or perform malicious activities. In this survey, we review the main security issues in the access and core network (vulnerabilities and threats) and provide a classification and categorization of attacks in mobile network. In addition, we analyze major attacks on 4G mobile networks and corresponding countermeasures and current mitigation solutions, discuss limits of current solutions, and highlight open research areas.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last recent decades, the mobile experience has been expanding everywhere, and almost 25 billion of devices are expected to be interconnected by 2020 due to the alwaysavailable connectivity, enabling a fast, reliable, longer, realtime and on-the-go connection [1] - [3] . This great mobile experience is powered by evolving mobile technologies. In fact, four generations of technologies have shaped the mobile network evolution, starting from the First Generation of Mobile Networks (1G) in the early 1980s. The 1G technology consists of analog-based systems, which have established seamless mobile connectivity introducing mobile voice services (speech transmission). Subsequently, the Second Generation of Mobile Networks (2G) has emerged, whose implementation started by the end of 1980s. 2G is a digital wireless system using multiple access technologies such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), making it more efficient in terms of data services, mobility management and spectrum efficiency. It has also increased voice capacity delivering mobile to the masses, enabled low bit rate data services, and was supported by several standards, such as the Global Service Mobile system (GSM) based on TDMA, and IS95 based on CDMA. A tremendous achievement in GSM was the introduction of distinct platforms of services such as the Voice Mail Service (VMS) and the Short Message Service Center (SMSC). After 2G, the Third Generation of Mobile Networks (3G) brought the ''mobile broadband experience'' by enabling a high speed data transmission. Similarly to the 2G, two competing standards have played key roles in the evolution of the 3G [1] : 1) CDMA2000/TD-SCDMA and 2) WideBand Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)/Universal Telecommunication Mobile System (UMTS). The 3G continued its evolution towards a better connectivity, carrier aggregation, higher data rates, and enhanced mobile broadband experiences. This evolution has recently become a reality with the emerging and deployment of the Fourth Generation of mobile networks (4G), giving access to a wide range of applications and services based on the Internet Protocol (IP).
In fact, 4G provides mobile networks with the ability to deliver more capacity for faster and better mobile broadband experiences, and keeps continuously evolving to provide more data capacity, as well as fast and real-time connections. A major evolution in 4G resides in the air interface which has introduced a simplified All-IP network architecture. This constitutes the fundamental advantage over the 3G, as the Radio Node Controller (RNC) and Base Station Controller (BSC) functionalists have been distributed among Evolved Node B (eNB)s, servers and gateways.
In the meantime, the explosion of the mobile subscribers combined with the multiplicity of wireless devices have revealed an urgent need to build an efficient mobile network, which can be achieved by the 4G mobile networks architecture. However, as the 4G architecture allows inter-operation between different wireless technologies, the impact of services on network efficiency and security has become more critical. In fact, many mobile network architectural designs are still being developed by taking into account compatibility and interoperability requirements with previous existing technologies (2G, and 3G). This coexistence and seamless interoperability between various network technologies in 4G raise security issues [4] - [7] . Contrarily to the 1G and 2G, 3G and 4G have introduced the most significant impact in the network architecture. As a result, it became paramount to consider aspects such as network interoperability, availability and security when designing a mobile network solution [8] . Moreover, because of the evolution in the mobile technology, many new challenges have surfaced. First, the new standard introduced complexity in the network architecture, as well as security issues in relation with confidentiality, integrity and authenticity [9] . Second, the emergence of mobile computing has opened a large scale of applications and services for mobile devices bringing many security issues facing the mobile device itself as well as the entire network. In fact, mobile networks vulnerabilities against various types of threats such as interface flooding, network element crashing, traffic eavesdropping, unauthorized data access, traffic modification, data modification on a network element, compromising of a network element, malicious insider, theft of service, etc. have been reported by several research papers [10] - [19] . Typical threats in 4G include attacks at the inter-networking with GSM and UMTS, signaling Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, network impersonation attacks, cryptographic attacks, IP-based attacks (including GTP-based and diameter-based attacks), jamming-based DoS attacks, spoofing attacks, Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks, etc.
Although there has been a continuously growing interest in this domain, few surveys have been committed to investigate threats and attacks in 4G mobile networks. The Long Term Evolution (LTE) security and privacy threats in the radio link, as well as the security issues related to the integration of the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) with LTE networks have been analyzed in [20] - [26] . In [22] , authors review requirements for the design of key features for session and bearer control in LTE. In [21] and [24] , authors particularly review the security architectures and vulnerabilities in 4G mobile networks such as traffic redirection and resynchronisation attacks from the mobile terminal to the home network in LTE. Physical layer security has been reviewed in [24] and [27] . In particular, authors in [24] investigate security threats on the physical layer of Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and LTE, and also propose Radio Resource Control (RRC) ciphering and user plane protection. Vulnerabilities related to RRC signaling have been examined in [26] .
In [17] and [28] , IP threats related to GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) and diameter protocol vulnerabilities have been analyzed. As a countermeasure, the solution proposed is based on intrusion detection and prevention system capable of capturing 4G network control and data traffic on control plane interface for EPS management between MME and S-GW (S11) and user plane interface between evolved node B and S-GW (S1-U). Moreover, this solution also includes proactive and reactive approaches to detect and mitigate diameter related attacks using anomaly and a signature-based detection.
In [6] , [8] , [10] , [11] and [29] - [33] , vulnerabilities related to the authentication and key agreement in LTE are examined. Different Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) schemes have been proposed.
The mobility management in LTE, and the handover authentication procedure in heterogeneous networks (LTE and non-Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) access network) have been discussed in [13] and [34] - [38] . Different schemes have been proposed including a uniform handover authentication scheme to provide mutual authentication, key agreement, protection against MITM, replay attacks, user anonymity, and perfect forward secrecy. They also proposed an algorithm for the selection of an optimal key update interval to mitigate the effects of a desynchronization attack and handover key compromise.
In [18] , [19] and [39] - [41] , authors have reviewed the physical layer security threats. Typical threats such as eavesdropping and jamming the LTE air interface are deeply analyzed. Different countermeasures and open research issues including information-theoretic security, artificial noise aided security, security-oriented beamforming techniques, diversity-assisted security approaches, and physical-layer secret key generation are also presented. In [42] and [43] , authors have carried out a review of threats and attacks on mobile devices, which includes attacks methodologies and goals. They have also identified five sensitive areas in the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) architecture that can constitute threat entry points to perform attacks both on mobile devices and mobile networks. Typical entry points highlighted in this paper include the mobile station (Mobile Station (MS)), the SIM-card, an interface between the MS and Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), the GPRS backbone network (IP and Signaling System Number 7 (SS7)), and the interconnection between different Packet Data Network (PDN)s (particularly the Gp/S8 interface connecting the Mobile Network Operators (MNO) to roaming partners networks, giving them access to internal packet core services and data). In addition, the internet access over the GGSN interconnection interface with external PDN (Gi) and interconnection interface to external PDN (SGi) interfaces, which are used to connect various user devices to the internet and other non-trusted networks, can be exploited to expose the GPRS network elements and the mobile subscribers to a large broad of threats from the internet. Typical threats may include bandwidth saturation, data flooding, spoofing or cache poisoning, and hijacking of a legitimate user's IP address.
In this paper, we are motivated to provide an overview of threats and attacks in mobile networks as well as current solutions and countermeasures, and discuss possible future threats in the next generation of mobile networks. The main contribution of our paper is to draw an inventory of attacks in 4G networks, and to provide an attack categorization and classification (attack reference map) with the corresponding mitigation solution. We specially focus on IP-based attacks, signaling attacks and jamming based attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some background about the current security architecture, including the inter-operation architecture between previous and other existing technologies. In Section III we provide an overview of vulnerabilities, threats, and attacks landscape in mobile networks. Section IV focuses on the threats and attacks as well as current countermeasures and mitigation solutions in 4G. Section V discusses open research problems. The paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND OF 4G ARCHITECTURE EVOLUTION
In this section, we present the 4G network architecture by focusing on the security architecture and interface protocol. The 4G technology is the first global standard for mobile broadband issued by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in order to provide more data capacity, as well as a migration path for 2G and other standards such as GSM and CDMA by facilitating the convergence of wireless technology.
It has been built based on the requirement to migrate to an All-IP architecture in order to achieve a standardization of all existing technologies platform. A major evolution in 4G resides in the air interface, also referred to as LTE, which has introduced a simplified All-IP network architecture. This constitutes the fundamental difference with the 3G, due to the fact that in 4G the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and BSC functionalities are distributed among Evolved Node B (eNBs), servers and gateways. In comparison with 2G and 3G, the radio access network in 4G, which is known as the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), is fully All-IP. 4G offers many advantages such as backward compatibility with 2G and 3G systems and the capability to encompass systems from various networks technologies. Its primary goal is to improve spectral efficiency, bandwidth and throughput through deployment of cost effective network elements based on open standards with improved data and application services for the end users. The 4G has been designed to support low latency, high level of security, and different Quality of Service (QoS) [22] , [44] , [45] . 
A. 4G NETWORK COMPONENTS
The architecture of 4G mobile network as specified in the System Architecture Evolution (SAE) and Evolved Packet System (EPS) by the 3GPP is described in [46] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the evolution towards 4G has introduced two major changes in the mobile network architecture.
The first change is related to the replacement of the Packet Switched (PS) domain inherited from 2G/3G by the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The second change consists of the replacement of the UTRAN by the Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN).
The EPC is responsible for the overall control of the User Equipment (UE) and the establishment of bearers and communication with external PDN, private corporate networks and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). The main functions of logical nodes of the EPC can be summarized as follows:
• Home Subscriber Server (HSS): consists of a data base containing users subscription information such as QoS profile and other data related to access restrictions to roaming, dynamic identity of the MME to which the user is registered. The Authentication Center (AuC), which generates the authentication vectors and security keys, can be integrated in the HSS.
• Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW): serves as the contact point with external networks through the SGi, and is responsible for allocating the IP address to the UE.
It is also responsible of filtering of downlink users IP packets into different QoS-based bearers.
• Serving Gateway (S-GW): acts as router between the E-UTRAN and the P-GW, and also serves as the local mobility anchor for the data bearers during inter-eNB handover, and inter-operation with other 3GPP technologies (GPRS and UMTS). It is responsible of transferring all the IP traffic from users, gathering information for charging in the visited network, and lawful interception.
• Mobility Management Entity (MME): is the entity in charge of controlling the high-level operation of Mobile Equipment (ME) and other elements of the network, by processing the signaling between the UE and the Core Network (CN). The processing of the signaling messages is achieved using the Non-Access Stratum (NAS) protocols between UE and the CN illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The MME functions in the NAS protocol can be classified in two main groups. In the first group, the session management layer is in charge of handling bearers management including the establishment, maintenance and release of the bearers. In the second group, the connection management or mobility management layer is responsible of the connection management. The E-UTRAN is the access network of LTE, and consists of eNBs as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The E-UTRAN VOLUME 4, 2016 functions consist of radio resource management, compression of IP packet headers, encryption of data sent over the radio interface, and the connectivity with the EPC.
The E-UTRAN provides the E-UTRAN's User Plane (U-plane) and Control Plane (C-plane) protocol terminations towards the UEs, MME, and SAE gateways. It is also in charge of managing radio communications between the 4548 VOLUME 4, 2016 mobile and the EPC. At the heart of the E-UTRAN architecture, eNBs are in charge of controlling MSs inside radio cells. In comparison with the access network of the 3G, the E-UTRAN does not support soft handover state, which causes a limitation of mobile to communicate only with one base station, and one cell in the same time. In addition, each eNB also handles the emission of radio transmissions to all its mobiles on the downlink, and the reception of transmissions from mobiles on the uplink, through the LTE air interface. The eNB is also responsible of the low-level operation control of all its connected mobiles by sending signaling messages such as handover commands related to radio transmissions.
The radio protocol architecture of E-UTRAN comprises a U-plane and a C-plane.
In the U-plane, an IP packet for a UE is encapsulated in an EPC-specific protocol and tunneled between the P-GW and the eNB for transmission to the UE. Different tunneling protocols are used across different interfaces as shown in the E-UTRAN user plane protocol stack in Fig. 2 . The U-plane protocols consist of Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link Control (RLC) and Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayers that are terminated in the eNB on the network side.
In the C-plane protocol stack shown in Fig. 3 , the low layers protocol stack performs the same functions. In particular, the RRC (known as Layer 3) in the Access Stratum (AS) protocol stack is the main controlling function responsible of establishing the radio bearers and configuring all the lower layers using RRC signaling between the eNB and the UE. The difference between the C-plane and U-plane protocol stacks resides in the lack of header compression function for the C-plane.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , the green regions show the protocols used in NAS, whereas the blue regions present the AS protocols. Both NAS and AS constitute the two types of security in LTE based on the network location. The AS security is concentrated on the radio link between the UE and eNBs, whereas the NAS security is between the UE and the MME.
To achieve the interconnection between network components inside E-UTRAN and EPC, NAS and AS protocols messages are carried over standardized interfaces illustrated in Fig. 1 [47] .
• Radio interface between evolved node B, MME and S-GW (S1): consists of a separation and linking interface between the E-UTRAN and the CN. It comprises two sub-interfaces, one for the C-plane and the other one for the U-plane. In the C-plane, the S1 sub-interface is called Control plane interface between evolved node B and MME (S1-C) or S1-MME and interconnects eNBs with MME. The S1-C protocol is based on the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)/IP stack, and carries signaling messages between eNBs with MME. It is also in charge of EPS bearer setup and release procedures, signaling information during handover, and NAS signaling transport. In the U-plane, the S1 sub-interface is called S1-U and uses the GTP/UDP5/IP stack, which has the advantage of facilitating intra-3GPP mobility. S1-U is used for the interconnection between eNB and S-GW. It carries the user traffic by providing non guaranteed data delivery.
• Interface between eNBs (X2): is used to interconnect eNBs inside E-UTRAN. Like S1 interface, this interface is also divided into C-plane and U-plane sub-interfaces, which are respectively referred as the Control plane interface between eNBs (X2-C), and the User plane interface between eNBs (X2-U). Based on the X2 Application protocol (X2AP) and the SCTP, the X2-C is in charge of the mobility functions (intra-LTE mobility and handovers), Multi-cell SGSN function, and the management and error handling function of X2 interface. The X2-U supports the tunneling of end user packets between the eNBs through the GTP-U and takes in charge the indication of the SAE Access Bearer in the target node to which the packet belongs to as well as mechanisms to minimize packet losses related to mobility. The X2-U interface is also used during the inter-eNBs handover for temporary user downlink data forwarding.
• Uu interface: represents the Air interface between the mobile and the eNB, which comprises the Physical layer and the Data Link layer. In particular, the Data link layer is composed of the MAC protocol, RLC protocol, and the PDCP [46] . The Uu interface carries the signaling messages destined to eNB, NAS messages for the MME, and the transfer of user traffic to S-GW. In the C-plane, the Uu interface carries the RRC signaling which in turn carry MME NAS messages used for registration, bearer setup and mobility management. RRC is responsible for the establishment of security related functions over the air, configuring PDCP profile for each type of bearer, determining the RLC mode for the packets, priority establishment of each channel, and setting Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) parameters for the physical layer [47] .
• S10 interface: is used for the interconnection between MME.
• S11 interface: is used as an interconnection between MME and S-GW, and contains additional functions for paging and mobility.
• S3 interface: allows information exchange related to the user and its corresponding bearer for inter 3GPP access network mobility between MME and SGSN. In the interoperation scenario in which a UE moves from 4G LTE to 3G coverage, the context information request from SGSN to MME is carried over the S3 interface.
• S4 interface: interconnects SGSN and S-GW. Since LTE APNs are configured in the P-GW, SGSN gets the information about the APN from P-GW using this interface. As a result, for example during a UE handover from LTE to 3G network, SGSN requests S-GW to establish a session over S4 interface.
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• S5/S8 interface: consists of two interfaces interconnecting S-GW and P-GW. These interfaces are used when a connection to non-collocated P-GW for the IP network connectivity is required by S-GW. The difference between S5 and S8 interfaces resides in the fact that the S5 interface is used when the UE is not roaming, whereas the S8 interface is used when the UE is roaming between different mobile networks.
• S6a interface: interconnects MME to HSS. It is used for authentication and authorization. Location information, subscriber information, and authentication data that are required for authenticating and granting user access to the network are carried over this interface.
B. SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
As specified by 3GPP in [48] , the LTE security architecture specifications aim at enhancing the security requirements of the 3G mobile networks [49] . The 3G security architecture defines five security features in order to meet security objectives [48] :
• The Network Access Security: provides users with security features for a secure access to services, and prevents against attacks on the (radio) access link. These security features include the user identity confidentiality, the authentication of user and network entity, the confidentiality of user and signaling data based on ciphering algorithm, the data integrity, and the mobile equipment identification.
• The Network domain security: provides security features to enable a secure signaling data exchange between nodes, and protects against attacks on the fixed wired network,
• The User Domain Security: provides a secure access to MS,
• The Application Domain Security: comprises the set of security features that enable application in the user and in the provider domain for a secure message exchange between entities,
• The Visibility and Configurability of Security: comprises the set of security features providing the user with the ability to inform himself whether a security feature is in operation or not, and whether the use and provision of services should depend on the security feature. The goals of security features presented above can be summarized as follows:
• Ensure user-to-network security: by providing user identity and device confidentiality, as well as entity authentication, which can be achieved using temporary identification and ciphering. As an authentication protocol, the EPS AKA procedure is used in LTE networks for mutual authentication between users and networks [11] , [29] , [33] , [36] , [50] , [51] .
• Ensure user data and signaling data confidentiality: by providing encryption algorithm, and ciphering to RRC-signaling in order to prevent UE tracking,
• Ensure user data and signaling data integrity: by providing integrity protection of the origin authentication of signaling data, and the authentication of the network by the UE. Compared to 3G, the key separation of the AS and NAS in LTE security architecture is achieved through a hierarchical key architecture. The use of compulsory key-based data encryption, signaling encryption and integrity protection in LTE is a major enhancement to the security of the 4G mobile network system. However, some vulnerabilities related to the LTE security features and mechanisms such as the security of handover procedures, the security in IMS, the security at eNB, and the security in Mobile Trust Computed (MTC), etc. still exist [14] , [37] , [45] , [50] , [52] .
III. OVERVIEW OF ATTACKS IN MOBILE NETWORKS
In this section, we focus on providing an overview of attacks in mobile networks, including a categorization and classification of different attacks.
A. VULNERABILITIES, THREATS, AND ATTACK ENTRY POINTS
Due to the introduction of new radio access technologies and the migration towards IP-based architecture, new vulnerabilities have been brought into the network architecture, which exposes mobile networks to different threats targeting protocol stacks, security features, and network interfaces [24] . A vulnerability in mobile network can be understood as a weakness inherent to network architecture and components, which can be exploited by a threat to perform an attack. Therefore, a threat is determined by the ability to intentionally attempt to 1) unauthorized access to information, 2) manipulate information and 3) render a system unreliable or unusable.
According to [53] , the transition to the flat IP-based architecture has introduced a shift in mobile wireless threat entry points. In fact, 2G and 3G mobile core networks were hardly targeted by threats due to the use of SS7, which was hardly penetrable compared to diameter signaling used in all IP and beyond 4G mobile technologies, where devices and core networks appear to be more vulnerable to various attacks. This can be explained by the evolution in mobile devices, which are turning to more powerful data-centric directly visible from the internet, and the replacement of SS7 signaling protocol by diameter protocol, as well as the use of various and flexible access technologies in the Radio Access Network (RAN) such as Femto cells, and Ethernet 802.11 wireless technologies (WiFi) hotspots. Although diameter is an important protocol for signaling of billing data, traffic and subscriber management, subscriber authentication, roaming, and mobility management in LTE, it is vulnerable to signaling attacks.
There are various entry points in 4G mobile networks such as compromised smart mobile devices, the access network, the backhaul and core network, and other external or 3rd party networks.
1) COMPROMISED MOBILE DEVICES
Compromised mobile devices can be used to launch attacks on mobile networks. In fact, mobile devices are crucial elements in mobile networks security, since they can constitute targets and also be used as enabler for launching attacks towards the mobile networks. In [53] , authors particularly point out the possibility to spread malwares in mobile devices and compromise them through application download, which tends to be the most commonly used method for such purpose [54] . Attack vectors for mobile malwares can range from Mobile network services, internet access, to Bluetooth. These vectors can be used to launch attacks on mobile devices in order to collect private data, utilize computing resources, or perform harmful actions. Various types of malware attacks can be performed on mobile devices such as mobile botnets, which is considered as the next major large scale threat targeting mobile network due to the integration of internet with mobile networks [55] . In fact, a botnet is a set of compromised devices which can be controlled and coordinated remotely. Using mobile malware like Trojan horse, a mobile device can be turn into a botclient, thus enabling it to receive commands from a remote command and control server. In fact, in [4] , authors have also demonstrated the possibility to launch Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on mobile networks by using malwares residing on different user equipment at WLAN. Such attacks can be effective by using mobile botnets to launch signaling DDoS attacks, and target a specific Home Location Register (HLR) with a large volume of traffic, thus preventing legitimate users of cellular networks from accessing and using the service, [2] , [26] , [43] , [56] - [61] .
Other spreading techniques used to compromise a mobile device include granting of permissions from malicious applications. In addition to malwares, mobile devices can also be targeted by a large broad of threats including threats from the internet, phishing and MITM [62] .
2) THE ACCESS NETWORK
In the access network, the S1 interface constitutes the main entry point as it is used to connect and authenticate eNBs to the mobile network. Typical vulnerabilities affecting this interface relate to the possibility to use an eNB cell station to access and attack the MME (and consequently take down the entire core service), as well as the possibility to inject false traffic into applications [62] . Other vulnerabilities in the access domain security, which can be exploited to threaten the operation of mobile networks are discussed in [63] - [65] in relation with the lack of data and signaling encryption.
In fact, during the initial authentication procedure, messages exchanged before the security mode command setup are not encrypted nor integrity protected. These messages transfer data such as Authentication Token Number (AUTN), Random Number (RAND), Signed Response (RES) and International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) used to authenticate a UE. Typically, an attacker can exploit the lack of protection of the RRC connection reject message to launch a DoS attack in mobile networks. In addition, the lack of authentication between the Serving Network (SN) and the Home Network (HN), as well as the lack of cryptosystem in the wireless network and protection of Location Area Identity (LAI) in UMTS-AKA also constitute vulnerabilities that may be exploited to launch attacks in mobile networks. In particular, redirection attacks can lead to the alteration of the LAI. For example, the lack of integrity protection of some UMTS signaling messages that are exchanged between the MS and the RNC can expose the network to a modification of RRC messages as they are unprotected [66] .
Another vulnerability in the access network is related to the authentication protocol during seamless interoperation between different access technologies such as GSM, UMTS and LTE as reported and examined in [5] , [65] and [67] - [69] .
In fact, the GSM AKA protocol suffers a weakness related to the inter-operation of the 2G/3G access network, which can be explained by several reasons. First, the lack of mutual authentication between the subscribers and the network is a major threat as it can cause the user identity to be revealed through an IMSI catcher. This vulnerability can be exploited to launch active attacks against a GSM-compatible network by the means of Software Defined Radio (SDR) for example [70] . Second, the lack of integrity protection of signaling data can be used to force the mobile or network to engage in a plain data (voice or text) transmission after removing or modifying the security options. Finally, the storage of authentication triplets in the Visitor Location Register (VLR) can lead to the exposure of the symmetric key of a targeted mobile station. Thus, some security issues may occur during the integration of the GSM device into the UMTS network involving the following scenarios. For example, during the roaming of the GSM device in the UMTS network, an attacker can eavesdrop the communication provided that it has already got access to the Ciphering key (Kc) while the device was in a fully GSM network. Moreover, it is possible for a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) to use a compromised ciphering key (Kc) to authenticate between the mobile and the GSM base station during roaming of a UMTS device in a GSM Base Station Subsystem (BSS). A variant of this scenario involves the encryption of the communication with GSM ciphering key (Kc) during the roaming of a UMTS mobile device in a GSM mobile network (BSS and MSC). In addition, the lack of payloads encryption between the MS and the SGSN during connection to a GSM BSS, can lead to eavesdrop the communication [65] .
Finally, other weaknesses in the access network are related to the signaling overload, the limited wireless link bandwidth, the high signaling overhead, and the heavy control processing of signaling messages in the RRC procedure for the Radio Access Bearer (RAB) establishment/release, which can be used to launch attacks in the CN, such as the HLR flooding attack [15] , [26] , [66] , [71] - [73] . VOLUME 4, 2016 3) THE BACKHAUL AND CORE NETWORK Like the access network, there are also some vulnerabilities that have been reported in the 4G backhaul and CN [37] , [74] . The backhaul network consists of the physical connections and networks used to carry data between the RAN and the CN, whereas the CN is comprised of network logic that handles the creation and maintenance of connections between mobile devices and external service networks, and handles transferring of user and control data, as well as authentication of users and devices. Despite the fact that getting access to the CN can be particularly challenging, some security vulnerabilities still exist. According to the authors in [74] , the backhaul can provide an attacker with access to all the control and data traffic sent between mobile devices inside a radio coverage area. Since the technological evolution has enabled the integration of different access technologies such as femtocells, and non-3GPP WiFi(s) owned by the MNOs, new potential entry points have been brought in the CN for attackers. Particularly, in the case of LTE, new threat entry points result from the introduction of new interfaces such as the X2 interface, the use of diameter signaling protocols whose traffic increases signaling overload, and the transition to IP [54] . In fact, there are several severe threat factors against the EPC CN including the flat IP-based architecture, and the existing Base Station (BS) with direct connection to the ALL-IP network. In addition, the lack of privacy protection in the EPS-AKA scheme in the access procedure, and the lack of prevention to DoS attacks are other severe threats targeting EPC CN. The lack of backward security in the handover procedure, the lack of protection against desynchronization and replay attacks, as well as the vulnerability in the MTC security architecture and Security Mechanism in IMS and Home Evolved Node B (HeNB) constitute also, moreover, major security threats against the backhaul network [37] .
Another weakness that is related to the lack of security schemes in the GTP protocol used in in the EPC NAS, can expose the network to threats like abnormal packet threats consisting of modified or damaged Packet Data Unit (PDU) packet, or PDUs not complying with the protocol, traffic analysis, and traffic modification [75] .
Finally, one of the emerging threats in the CN is related to the virtualization and software-defined network, which is reshaping the network architecture resulting in new vulnerabilities entry points as both the user and control-plane traffic become more distributed across network elements and have to cross non-trusted networks [53] .
4) THE EXTERNAL OR 3RD PARTY NETWORK
The last entry point for threats targeting mobile networks is formed by the external or 3rd party network. In fact, as reported in [74] , different user services are provided through external and third party networks, including internet browsing services, interconnection to corporate networks, roaming partners networks, other connected Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)s, shared RAN, external transport networks, and non-3GPP access networks.
In the particular case of non-3GPP access networks, the inter-working with WLAN, which can be used for example when accessing 3G HN over WLAN architecture, or during 3G roaming over WLAN architecture, presents several security issues such as disclosure of user's confidential information (this relates to credential during authentication over WLAN), user permanent identity tracking that may occur when accessing 3G services, network impersonation in order to get user personal information, and legitimate user impersonation allowing to get free services access to perform deceitful activities that will be charged to the user [4] , [6] , [76] . Another weakness is related to the possibility of by-pass access control and authentication process in addition to getting services at free cost, the possibility of interference with the charging process in order to get uncharged services, and the possibility to prevent user from accessing 3G services by the mean of rogue services like propaganda.
In addition to the weaknesses mentioned above, the use of different technologies in converged networks such as WiMAX also constitutes another threat entry point, since WiMAX still presents weak spots in the physical layer and the MAC layer (confidentiality and authentication) in relation with spoofing, MITM and eavesdropping attacks [60] .
B. CATEGORIZATION OF ATTACKS IN MOBILE NETWORKS
In this section, we provide a categorization of different attacks in mobile networks. In fact, several papers have proposed different attacks categories depending on criteria such as the difficulty of the attack implementation, the necessity to require the network access, the potential impact of the attack, the origination of the attack, the target of the threat, and the likelihood and risk of the attack [20] , [23] , [40] , [43] , [54] , [77] - [79] . In [80] , four groups of attacks are presented depending on attack origination.
In [81] , authors particularly examined attacks against Cooperative Intrusion Detection System (CIDS). In the case of external attacks, they can be classified into disclosure attacks and evasion attacks, since their goal is to detect presence of CIDS in order to evade and decrease the detection accuracy.
The Table 1 provides a summary of threats categories, attacks groups, origin, mode, and target. It can be observed that each attack can be launched inside the network domain (internal attacks) or from the outside (external), using a passive or active adversarial mode. Passive attack aims at gathering data exchanged in the network without disrupting the operation of the communications, whereas an active attack involves information interruption, modification, or fabrication, thereby disrupting the normal functionality of the mobile network [20] and [82] .
The first group, which consists of threats from internet, PDN, GPRS roaming exchange or other PLMN, can be classified as External attacks via network. The second group is called External with physical access to network entities and comprises attacks on radio interface, tampering attacks, and unauthorized access to networks ports. The third group includes the Mobile device based attacks and comprises attacks against other mobile devices and mobile networks. Finally, the last group of attacks can be called as Insider attacks, which is usually be performed by malicious MNO staff abusing of administrator rights.
These four groups of attacks can result from five categories of threats exploiting mobile network vulnerabilities. The first category of threat is the Loss Of Availability, which can lead to Availability Attacks aimed at causing a loss of network availability or DoS. Typical attacks consist in flooding an interface, crashing a network element via a protocol or application implementation flaw, destruction of information and/or network resources, etc. In the physical layer, this can be achieved by jamming the radio channel. It is also possible that many attackers may be coordinated to launch large scale attacks which can lead to a DDoS. The second group relates to the Loss Of Confidentiality, which aims at gaining access to user confidential data and can be performed by analyzing encrypted traffic, eavesdropping, and unauthorized access to sensitive data on a network element via information leakage.
Another category is the Loss Of Integrity that can be achieved through traffic and data modifications on network elements by carrying out MITM attacks. In fact, MITM refers to the capability of an intruder to put himself between the target user and a genuine network and thus being able to eavesdrop, modify, delete, re-order, replay, and spoof user data and signaling. It can be used to gather information, gain access to private network resources by hijacking ongoing sessions, derive information about a network and its users through traffic analysis, corruption of transmitted data, and injection of new information into network sessions. The Loss of integrity can also be achieved through compromised authentication vectors in the network, consisting of an intruder getting access to authentication vectors after compromising network nodes or by intercepting signaling messages on network links. These compromised authentication vectors may include challenge/response pairs, cipher keys and integrity keys.
The Loss Of Control refers to the threat category aimed at gaining control of a network element by compromising it via protocol or application implementation flaw, management interface, and malicious insider.
Finally, the fifth category is related to the Theft Of Service, which can be achieved using flaw in authentication and authorization mechanism.
These groups of attacks can target the AS and NAS of the E-UTRAN and the EPC. In the AS, different features and procedures can be targeted based on the protocol layer (Physical, MAC/RLC, and RRC layers). For example, in the RRC layer, procedures such as paging, connection Setup/Release, handover and security key management, UE measurements related to inter-system (inter-RAT) mobility, and QoS constitute the main targets.
Compared to the AS which is IP-based, threats in the NAS target both the PS domain and the Circuit Switched (CS) domain. For example, in the CS domain, threats can be focused on the Connection Management (CM), and Mobility Management (MM), contrarily to the PS domain, where threats may target the Session Management (SM) and GPRS Mobility Management (GMM) features.
Depending on the threats target and objective, main threats categories in mobile networks environment related to the five groups of attacks presented above can be summarized as follows [23] and [80] :
• Interface Flooding: can target different interfaces in the mobile network including radio interfaces and backhaul interfaces.
• Crashing a network element: exploits protocol or application flaws in order to disrupt the function of the targeted network component.
• Traffic eavesdropping: can target different interfaces including radio interface, backhaul, control plane, and user plane. It consists in listening into a communication, spying, or snooping the network in order to gather, or steal information. An intruder can identify sensitive personal information, and steal data during transmission over the internal or external network, or from networked devices by gaining unauthorized access. The information gathered through eavesdropping can be used to perform other attacks targeting mobile networks. Eavesdropping also refers to the ability of an intruder to eavesdrop signaling and data connections associated with other users by modification of the required equipment such as an MS.
• Unauthorized data access: targets sensitive data on a VOLUME 4, 2016 network element and can be achieved via data leakage.
• Traffic modification: targets different types of data traffic in the radio interface, backhaul, C-plane, and U-plane.
• Data modification on a network element: can be performed by exploiting protocol or application implementation flaw.
• Compromising a network element: can be achieved either via a protocol or application implementation flaw, or via management interface. Using a compromised network element such as a MS, an intruder can perform User impersonation by sending signaling and user data to the network, in an attempt to make the network believe that they originate from the target user. Similarly, using a modified BS, an intruder can perform Network impersonation by sending signaling and/or user data to the target user, in an attempt to make the target user believe that they originate from a genuine network.
• Malicious insider: consists of a user unintentionally using a malicious application, or an administrator with authorized access to the network.
• Theft of service: involves a stealthy use of service without being charged. It can be achieved by exploiting a flaw in the authentication and authorization mechanisms or within the charging procedures to use services without being charged.
IV. THREATS AND ATTACKS IN 4G NETWORKS
In this section, we explore security and confidentiality attacks, IP-based attacks, signaling attacks, and jamming attacks. We also draw a categorization of the different attacks based on the network components. According to [83] and [84] , attacks in 4G mobile network can result from failure of security requirements, which are focused on:
• The Application Security: is related to the integrity of the hardware, software, data and operating System (OS).
• The Network Access Security: is related to the Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication and Authorization (CIAA) of data.
• The User Security: is related to the user's identity, confidentiality and authorization.
• The Network Area Security: is related to the MEs location authentication and confidentiality.
• The QoS maintenance: is related to the security against denial of service (DoS) attacks.
• The Physical Layer Security: is related to the resistance against tampering. Failure of security requirements can be exploited by an attacker in order to perform various types of attacks such as confidentiality, integrity, and availability attacks, which may result into DoS or DDoS [78] .
A. ATTACKS AGAINST SECURITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Attacks against security and confidentiality are presented in Table 2 . These attacks are related to threats targeting the user and device identity confidentiality, mutual authentication and Key agreement (AKA protocols) [8] , [10] , [85] .
Although EPS-AKA is used for authentication between a UE and 4G EPC CN, it still presents security issues such as the non-protection of authentication vectors between HSS and ME, the disclosure of user identity due to the lack of IMSI protection during ME registration (it may be possible to intercept IMSI), and the lack of protection of the SNID [11] , [29] , [31] , [86] . In fact, the authentication procedure is triggered during mobility management procedures such as handover, paging, and location update, which are handled by MME [34] .
In [87] , performance of paging channel in presence of network overloads or attacks from internet has been investigated. Authors particularly pointed out the vulnerability in paging procedures.
Authentication procedures occur at every Tracking Area Update (TAU), mobile registration, call originating, call terminating, and handovers. However, in the case of handover key management, some vulnerabilities have been identified, which can lead to possible unsecured communication between user and network by carrying out rogue base station attacks [13] . In fact, rogue base station attack allows a mobile device to duplicate the functionality of a base station by exploiting network protocol vulnerabilities such as in IP stack. In practical terms, rogue base station can be used to perform user identity forgery attack, eavesdropping attack, packet injection attack, packet modification attack, and desynchronization attack. The desynchronization attack can particularly cause failure of handover key management, thus preventing a target eNB from maintaining the freshness of the handover keys [88] . In fact, there are two types of handovers in the EPS: the intra-MME and the inter-MME handovers. In the intra-MME handover, the preparation of the handover occurs between the source and target eNB in the same MME through X2 interface. In the case of inter-MME handover, the preparation entirely takes place in the MME without any direct signaling between base stations.
Since the main purpose of handover key management is to ensure separation of the session keys in a handover between base stations in such a way that a compromised session key is confined in one base station, consequently failure in handover key management can make it possible to decipher messages between eNB and UE, as well as RRC signaling and U-plane information.
Various attacks that can be performed using a rogue base station include redirection attacks, MITM attacks against subscriber location, false base station attacks by eavesdropping of SNID, and compromised Authentication Vectors (AV)s attacks. To mitigate these attacks, authors in [13] proposed an algorithm for the selection of an optimal root key update interval in order to mitigate the effect of desynchronization and key compromise attacks.
In addition, as mentioned above, the user identity privacy can be compromised in EPS-AKA during LTE initial attach procedure [89] , as the IMSI is transmitted in plain-text. Moreover, other weaknesses in EPS-AKA can be used to per- form active attacks including the impossibility of retrieving IMSI from Globally Unique Temporary Identifier (GUTI), handoffs between MME, as well as the computational overhead and authentication delay are [33] and [50] . In fact, the purpose of GUTI is to identify the UE globally without revealing its identity when visiting a new MME or when a fake eNB requests IMSI from a UE.
To overcome vulnerabilities in EPS-AKA, authors in [90] proposed a secure efficient AKA protocol. Another scheme capable of improving performance of EPS-AKA has been proposed in [29] . This solution is a two steps enhanced EPS-AKA protocol scheme, which increases the computational overhead in the SN and can reduce: 1) the transaction messages load, 2) the bandwidth consumption, 3) the number of computed hash functions, which consist of a set of algorithms f1, f2, f3, f3, f5 and Key derivation functions (KDF) between entities in comparison with the original EPS-AKA framework. Algorithms f1 and f2 are known as message authentication functions, whereas f3, f4 and f5 are so called key generating functions. A key point in this solution is that it can improve the authentication performance and security by combining vector and key KASME, which cannot be accessed by an intruder carrying an attack to the network domain between MME and HSS, and prevents against active attacks.
Compared to [29] , the solution proposed in [11] is a security enhanced authentication and key agreement (SE-EPS-AKA) based on Wireless Public Key Infrastructure (WPKI) using the ECC (Ellipse Curve Cipher) encryption, which provides protection of the user identity security and limited energy consumption during the exchanged information, and introduces the use of a digital certificate and public key to be acquired by HSS, MME and UE. The new scheme provides protection against MITM and Sequence Number (SQN) DoS attack, mutual authentication between UE, MME and HSS, protection of the transmission of private and confidential information among entities, as well as resolution of safety problems incurred by leakage of IMSI and SNID, and an increase of the safety strength of session cypher key. VOLUME 4, 2016 Similarly, [50] proposed an enhanced EPS-AKA scheme in order to overcome vulnerabilities related to the user identity privacy by introducing a DMSI transmitted by UE instead of IMSI. The DMSI is updated based on a random number received at each successful EPS-AKA procedure and can achieve user identity privacy by restricting the knowledge of the IMSI at the UE and the HSS.
Furthermore, heterogeneity of access technologies is a major advance in LTE. Nevertheless, it poses new potential threats that need to be addressed, since fast and secure handoff is a key requirement for integration of heterogeneous networking technologies.
Few surveys have investigated issues related to mobility management in LTE networks. In [91] , authors provide a comprehensive review of the LTE interworking architecture: Inter-Radio Access Technology (RAT) mobility is performed by S-GW providing mobility for inter eNB handovers, and inter-technology mobility, which is supported at higher layers based on the IP protocol, with the P-GW providing the WLAN 3GPP IP Access.
In [92] , authors also examined handover procedures in LTE and pointed out the complexity in achieving seamless handovers, as well as the lack of a uniform procedure structure, the lack of backward security related to complex key management mechanism. To overcome these issues, they proposed a fast and secure handover authentication scheme in order to comply with different mobility scenarios in the LTE networks.
In [93] , authors analyzed mobility management issues in mobile networks such as packet loss and high handoff latency, and proposed an enhanced fast handover with seamless mobility supports. This solutions aims at reducing the mobility signaling overhead, handover delay and packet loss when mobile users change their network attachment point.
In fact, the SAE /LTE architecture uses Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)-AKA authentication method to provide secure 3G-WLAN handover and authenticate UE attached to a WLAN in 3G-WLAN architecture. Despite the fact that the UE must be authenticated by HSS, HLR and Home Authentication Authorization and Accounting (HAAA), several threats against EAP-AKA have been examined in [36] , including:
• threats against user identity and privacy, • threats of UE/USIM tracking, • threats related to base stations and handovers, • threats related to broadcast or multicast signaling, • threats related to DoS, • threats against manipulation of control plane data, • threats of unauthorized access to the network, • compromise of eNB credentials as well as physical attacks on an eNB,
• protocol attacks on an eNB, • attacks on the core network, including eNB locationbased attacks, In particular, theses threats can lead to the disclosure of identity that is sent in plain-text, DoS related to the lack of encryption of authentication messages (messages such as EAPoL-Start, EAP-success and EAP-failure), which can result in spoofing attack and UE localization discovery and tracking, MITM attack, SQN attack, and additional bandwidth consumption exposing legitimate user to risk and increasing the authentication delay [6] , [30] , [94] . In [32] , authors have particularly analyzed issues of LTE-AKA internetworking with WiFi. They have also reviewed major privacy threats against users connecting to wireless Local Area Network (LAN) in relation with disclosure of user identity that is sent in a clear text allowing user identity attack. As a countermeasure, the solution proposed is a new LTE-AKA scheme that does not allow clear transmission of IMSI, and uses the WiFi APs connected to the internet in order to establish a secure side channel. The WiFi channel acts as a secure tunnel through which a new Random Identity (RID) will be exchanged. RID will be used at the HSS to identify the user and will be associated with an IMSI and a secret key K that resides only in the USIM and the HSS.
In addition, inter-operations between LTE, UMTS, and GSM also present several weaknesses related to their respective AKA schemes, which can be used to perform different types of attacks [51] , [76] . Firstly, the weakness in GSM ciphering and the lack of integrity protection on the user plane traffic in 4G can be exploited to perform eavesdropping and network impersonation attacks on UMTS. Moreover, the lack of network authentication in GSM can also be exploited to carry out false base station attacks against 4G ME during the AKA procedure. This typically involves 4G SN, 4G MME and 3G HN. The fact that 3G HN can only generate 2G and 3G authentication vectors makes this attack possible, since 4G authentication vectors are not generated by 3G HN.
Similarly, when 4G AKA is executed by mixed SN (2G BS and a 4G MME), 4G MS, and a 4G HN, an attacker may also perform false base station attack. In addition, the interoperation between GSM and UMTS is also vulnerable to MITM attacks. These vulnerabilities can also lead to attack against the Cipher Mode Command (CMC) message between the 2G BS and the MS, because of the lack of integrity protection of the CMC message.
Like the inter-operations between 4G and its predecessors (3G and 2G), DoS can also result from the integration of WLAN and 4G/LTE networks, since it brings new threats and vulnerabilities. As a countermeasure, in [23] , authors have proposed to store behavioral information of Access Points issued from the authentication answers, handover, and disconnection protocols to develop efficient countermeasures such as stateful analysis monitoring systems, capable to detect corrupted access point (PoA) and any change in the network. This can help to protect against internal attacks like the decrypted message leakage that can lead to session eavesdropping, information disclosure, data corruption, removal threats, and cryptographic attacks, external attacks, and external attacks with cooperation.
Another weakness in 4G mobile networks is related to the wireless converged networks, particularly in WiMAX, which is vulnerable to threats on the physical layer and Mac layer [24] , [60] . Typical threats facing WiMAX are DoS attacks due to unprotected network entry, unencrypted management communication, unprotected management frames, and weak key sharing mechanism in multicast and broadcast operations. As possible countermeasures, authors in [60] suggested :
• use of authentication and digital signature to mitigate spoofing and MITM,
• use of encryption against eavesdropping • use of spread spectrum and strong scheme techniques o protect against Physical layer attacks In addition, in [24] authors rather proposed to extend the authentication mechanism to all management frames, as well as RRC ciphering and user plane protection in order to alleviate threats related to unprotected UE ID in LTE. Their solution is based on the authentication and the digital signature against spoofing and MITM, and it uses encryption to combat eavesdropping, spread spectrum and strong scheme techniques for protecting against physical layer attacks.
Finally, the lack of user data confidentiality is a major threat to physical layer and traffic analysis attacks [95] . In order to mitigate this threat, the authors proposed to generalize the phase encryption to any communication system independent of the underlying modulation scheme. This solution can resist the traffic analysis attack, which cannot be prevented by any security primitives in the upper layers.
In order to address vulnerabilities and attacks described above, authors in [37] suggested some enhancements to the security architecture as well as more research on opened issues such as:
• LTE system architecture: more security mechanisms need to be designed in order to protect the communications from traditional protocol attacks and physical intrusions in the LTE networks,
• LTE cellular security: enhancement in EPS AKA scheme is needed, as well as a design of secure access authentication mechanisms to be used during UE access to the EPC via non-3GPP networks, in order to protect against the disclosure of user identity, DoS attacks and other malicious attacks,
• LTE handover security: further enhancement is needed in the key management mechanisms and handover authentication procedures to prevent protocol attacks, desynchronization attacks and reply attacks,
• IMS security: design of fast and robust IMS access authentication mechanisms is required to simplify the authentication process and also prevent DoS attacks and other malicious attacks in the LTE networks,
• HeNB security: design of simple and robust mutual authentication mechanisms between the UEs and the HeNBs is required to prevent various protocol attacks,
• MTC security: design of the MTC security mechanisms in the LTE/Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) is an emerging research work.
In [96] , authors also investigated users privacy and anonymity in hybrid mobile network formed by distributed and mobile infrastructure integrating wireless, cellular, and wired connections, and proposed a protocol that relies on the capability of mobile devices to create a local WiFi network, based on a new fast packet filtering that leverages pseudo random number generation to guarantee communication integrity. This protocol provides protection of the system against possible abuses of anonymity by maintaining the ability to block malicious traffic, as well as its protection of the privacy of the requester from all parties involved in a communication.
B. IP-BASED ATTACKS
In this section, we present IP-based attacks in 4G mobile networks. As recent developments in mobile network technologies have favored the transition to IP-based technology in the transport network, new threats have been brought to the network [52] , which are presented in Table 3 . We will discuss IP-based attacks against the backhaul, GTP and diameter protocols.
1) IP-BASED ATTACKS AGAINST THE BACKHAUL
The backhaul is composed of IP-based control elements and interfaces, making it vulnerable to IP-based attacks. This vulnerability can be explained by the lack of mutual authentication of eNBs, the lack of prevention against IP-based attacks, and the lack of encryption of data and signaling traffic over non-trusted networks [12] . According to the authors, S1-U, S1-C, X2-U and X2-C are LTE backhaul interfaces where the transported traffic need to be secured. Potential attacks over these interfaces may be performed as spoofing attack at eNB, eavesdropping of user traffic, unauthorized access attacks (eNB and other network equipment), flooding attack (TCP Synchronization (SYN)-flood packet consisting in sending TCP SYN after changing source IP address and Port number), and TCP reset attacks by sending fake TCP packets with reset bit set to 0.
IP spoofing attack is also referred to as masquerade attack, and consists in the manipulation of TCP/IP packets, and falsification of the source IP address, thereby making the attacker appearing to be another user. It is possible for the attacker to use an IP address within the range of IP addresses of the network or use an authorized external trusted IP address providing access to network resources. Typically, this attack can lead to overbilling and power consumption for certain UE (Battery depletion attack) and induce an abnormal traffic into components in the mobile network concurrently to cause overload in the network or consume the resources of the UE and mobile network such as GPRS Gateway Support Node (GGSN), and P-GW.
In order to mitigate and reduce the number of threats based on the 3GPP standard, authors in [52] proposed a security solution which could be used at the deployment of the LTE network and provisioning of eNBs. This solution is based on two main components including security gateways, for the connections filtering, and traffic encryption based on IPsec, and a Certificate authority to prevent from unauthorized access to data or network component and provide keys for traffic encryption. Authors also pointed out DPI as a future security improvement.
To mitigate security issues in the backhaul network of LTE, [12] proposed two solutions. First solution consists of a layer 3 IPsec tunnel mode VPN architecture, using a modified IKEv2 protocol to provide DoS attack protection. The second solution is a layer 3 VPN architecture based on HIP protocol, and provides protection against spoofing attacks. It is used to create IPsec BEET (Bound End-to-End Tunnel) based-VPNs overlaid on top of the backhaul network. As a result, the proposed VPNs solution can provide protection of user authentication and authorization, payload encryption, and privacy protection against IP based attacks on LTE backhaul.
2) GTP-BASED ATTACKS
Another typical IP-based attack is the attack against GTP, whose impact in LTE networks has been demonstrated through simulation [25] . In fact, as shown in Fig. 4 , GTP is a tunneling protocol used to transfer data in the 4G network, and assign IP or manage the network resources.
In addition, GTP is a User Datagram Protocol (UDP)-based non-connecting protocol, which exposes it to packet tempering attacks, as described and reported in [17] and [100] . As an illustration of GTP attacks, the following attacks listed below are most frequent: a) GTP scanning attacks: consist in sending echo messages to scan network elements, and can cause information leakage on 4G mobile networks, as GTP echo/request can reveal identity of network components b) Create Session Request attacks: consist in repetitive session creation request causing resource exhaustion due to an abnormal use of GTP create session request message to set resources during the initial attach of the MS. As IP addresses are allocated by P-GW in the create session response message, they can be exhausted if excessive create session requests are sent. A service interruption can result from a falsified normal user number sent in the create session requests. c) Abnormal GTP packet attacks: can result in GTP fuzzing on 4G mobile network, and malfunction of GTP components after receiving abnormal GTP messages. These attacks can be performed from 3G network and Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) of WLAN. d) Voice phishing attacks: may be performed by tampering of SIP protocol. e) Infrastructure attacks: an insider can modify its own IP address and connect to the CN components like GGSN and target other mobile devices by encapsulating GTP attack packets [75] .
To mitigate GTP attacks, [100] suggested different countermeasures against GTP-based attacks, which have shown that security solutions can be applied efficiently on the internet border of mobile cellular networks and user access devices, prior to arrival of any unwanted traffic at the core network so as to prevent IP spoofing attacks in mobile data networks. In comparison, [17] rather proposed a different mitigation solution against packet tampering and resource exhaustion attacks in relation with abnormal use of GTP create session request message for the resource setup during the initial attach of the MS. In fact, this solution consists of a detection system capable to capture 4G network control and data traffic on S11 and S1-U interfaces in order to generate useful information and identify abnormal patterns. Moreover, this solution also includes an attack detection engine (to detect 4G network attack traffic), an IPS (to prevent 4G network intrusion), and a monitoring and control system (to monitor and control 4G network security attacks from the detection system).
GTP Scan attack performed on internal GTP machine can be followed by IP spoofing attack. In that case, if an attack server abnormally alters the GTP protocol and sends it as attack traffic, unnecessary processes like exception handling of abnormal GTP packets and errors can cause each GTP machine to receive DoS attacks. Typically, an external attack server can send a large volume of attack traffic to the internal network machines, which in turn may find it burdensome to process the received attack traffic.
3) VoLTE SIP-BASED ATTACKS
SIP is a text-based protocol, which suffers several vulnerabilities.
In [97] , authors analyze SIP security threats in VoLTE, which are categorized into threats against the network, and threats against the user. Typical threats include information exposure due to the scanning of VoLTE network, messages forgery, messages tampering, and SIP flooding. They can lead to resource exhaustion, VoLTE service degradation or interruption, VoLTE service overbilling, VoLTE phishing, and DoS. As a countermeasure, authors proposed session control management, Flow-based VoLTE detection system to protect against network scanning and resource exhaustion attacks, and signature-Based VoLTE IPS.
In [98] , authors particularly pointed out VoLTE vulnerabilities related to the lack of access control at mobile software and hardware to prevent data injection on VoLTE signaling bearer, imprudent routing and forwarding in the mobile network side, which do not provide verification mechanism for the traffic carried over VoLTE signaling bearer, in addition to the insufficient data-plane access defense at mobile phone. By taking benefit of these vulnerabilities, it is possible to misuse the VoLTE signaling bearer, either by bypassing the billing mechanism in order to get data free of charge, or by exploiting VoLTE signaling bearer high priority so as to abuse high QoS of VoLTE signaling level. Such attacks can be performed by encapsulating data packet as an Internet Message Control Protocol (ICMP) packet leveraging ICMP tunneling to deliver data through the signaling bearer, since ICMP packets are forwarded by the 4G gateway to the internet or by another mobile phone. To mitigate above mentioned attacks, authors discussed and proposed several mitigations: 4G strict routing regulation enforcement to allow relay of traffic over VoLTE between phone and the signaling bearer server only, or media gateway in IMS; upgrading of 4G gateway by adding VoLTE bearers filters; charging of signals similar to data traffic; and deferral mechanism in order to decrease the VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 4. PDP context activation with GTP source [101] .
priority at runtime whenever the requested resource exceeds the quota.
In [99] , authors provided a comprehensive review of security mechanism related to the implementation of VoLTE in commercial mobile network. They have outlined several vulnerabilities such as: the possibility for a malicious software to change a SIP source port and thus launching VoLTE sessions on different source port, which are not rejected by SIP server; the lack of Media proxy in mobile network cannot prevent the UE to directly transfer media data; the possibility to send data through a VoLTE bearer, and manipulate QoS negotiation. Other vulnerabilities concern the UE permission model mismatch, direct SIP communication between UEs in relation with inappropriate access control of the default bearer for SIP signaling in P-GWs, the lack of SIP message authentication, and the lack of session management in SIP servers. This can be exploited to perform DoS attack on call by blocking a victim's mobile phone, and overbilling using a malicious software. As countermeasures, filtering of outgoing packet by P-GW except SIP messages is suggested, as well as strict session management, which can prevent from SIP tunneling, DoS, and cellular peer-to-peer. Other proposed solution include UE verification to protect against call spoofing, and DPI to be applied on P-GW in order to detect when the VoLTE bearer is being used. In addition to previous VoLTE attacks mention above, [102] analyze the impacts of silent call and ping-pong attacks. In fact, by exploiting VoLTE vulnerabilities related to abuse of signaling bearer for call establishment and CircuitSwitched FallBack (CSFB) requesting a user to downgrade to 3G networks without consent, these attacks can lead to an excessive power consumption and complete loss of LTE connectivity.
4) DIAMETER-BASED ATTACKS
Finally, one of the emerging threats in 4G mobile network is diameter injected signaling flood, which has a great impact on LTE networks [45] .
In fact, diameter is expected to become the most important protocol for the control plane signaling in IMS used to provide Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA) services. It is in charge of managing device mobility, roaming, complex policy-based billing models, QoS, and new services (IMS-based services, including Rich Communication Services (RCS) and Voice over LTE (VoLTE), and generates high levels of signaling traffic directed at different core network elements. Security and network disruption threats related to diameter signaling affect uniquely IP-based mobile networks. diameter based signaling messages can be exploited by an attacker to launch attacks against subscribers and network components (diameter malformed messages, diameter message flooding) [28] . As a solution for the detection and mitigation of diameter related security issues and attacks, the authors proposed a proactive and reactive servicebased approach, which includes an anomaly detection system using a specification enabler rule engine applying different rules to incoming call data, a signature-based detection for attacks profiling, and the CUSUM technique. This solution can mitigate malicious activities and diameter related threats through the encryption of diameter message in order to detect malformed message, as well as flooding attacks using the CUSUM.
C. SIGNALING ATTACKS
In this section, we review signaling attacks, which are a major threat in the 4G mobile network, particularly in the LTE signaling plane. The Table 4 provides an overview of typical signaling DoS attacks in 4G.
In fact, the LTE signaling plane can be targeted by signaling attacks, particularly by exploiting vulnerabilities related to the Bearer activation and deactivation [15] . Bearer is a key element of the QoS in LTE networks, and consists in a virtual connection between P-GW and the UE.
3GPP requirements for the design of session and bearer control in LTE are focused on providing a default IP access service allowing an ''always-on'' IP connection with a default bearer establishment and service context activation signaling during the network attachment, networkcontrolled service requiring network initiated session establishment signaling, multiple PDN Access also requiring UE initiated session establishment signaling, QoS aggregation, and message concatenation (to reduce service setup delays).
To fulfill requirements for session bearers, [22] proposed an optimized session and bearer control signaling, consisting in network-initiated session activation, modification, and deactivation procedures, with a default IP access service and multiple PDN access support, and UE-initiated session activation procedure, capable of providing messages concatenation in order to optimize the session and bearer control signaling.
Depending on the level of QoS to be achieved, several bearers are standardized, each bearer has its own QoS parameters based on the type of the application. Typical bearers are:
• E-RAB: is a radio bearer between UE and eNB, • S1 bearer: is a bearer between eNB and S-GW, • S5-S8 bearer: is a bearer between S-GW and P-GW. To activate/deactivate a bearer, twelve signaling messages are required, six of which are processed by the eNB. Thus, the resulting signaling overhead can be exploited to launch the LTE signaling attacks such as the attack examined in [15] , which depends on repeatedly and simultaneously sending a large number of dedicated bearer requests in order to force bearer activation and deactivation.
Another typical bearer attack, known as resource reservation attack, can be performed by a small number of users reserving maliciously the resources at the eNB by requesting high bandwidth bearers while strategically having a low MCS, thus causing a denial of service for all other users of the same cell requesting TCP-based applications [16] .
Compared to the signaling attack in [16] , the attack presented in [44] depends on a signaling DoS attack on the RAB, which exploits the vulnerability related to the MCS index used to determine the MCS. In fact, a high MCS index indicates a good channel quality and leads to use higher-order modulation schemes, whereas a low MCS index indicates a poor quality channel and leads to use a low-order modulation scheme. Typically by using a low MCS Index, Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bearers that need a high Bandwidth (BW) can be allocated more eNB RAB resources than required.
To mitigate such attack, authors in [16] proposed to define an adaptive minimum MCS threshold below which high BW bearers would be rejected. This threshold can be set by operators. It could be increased during times of network congestion and decreased when enough resources are available. Contrarily to the adaptive MCS threshold, authors in [44] proposed a two steps DoS detection system. First, the algorithm provides a classification of the radio resource allocation/release of UEs by analyzing GTP-C control messages of each UE, prior to proceeding to the detection of virtual setup by analyzing the data traffic during allocation time. Second, the algorithm detects signaling DoS by analyzing the time interval between the virtual setups. However, the efficiency of this solution has not been demonstrated, and still needs to be tested.
Another category of signaling attacks on LTE bearers can be performed by exploiting vulnerabilities in the TAU procedure, whose security entirely depends on MME. Due to the lack of user authentication and the lack of protection mechanisms in the S-GW for the TAU, illegal users may be able to launch various attacks against MME such as sending Create Bearer Request attack, overloading S-GW, or using compromised UE to continuously trigger TAU [103] . As a countermeasure against these attacks, [103] proposed a security enhancement scheme to address the issues of DoS, which can prevent S-GW from being attacked by malicious requests during the TAU procedure when UE enters new Tracking Area (TA). This scheme can distinguish legitimate users from illegal ones. In fact, by exploiting the fact that IMSI is present in every TAU Request, MME can send a Create Bearer Request to the S-GW with the IMSI, whom in turn checks whether it has received more than one Create Bearer Request for the user, or by using Query Request message sent to the old S-GW to check the user authenticity in case of an attack from the unauthenticated user.
An important point is the possibility to perform DDoS in 4G mobile networks by using coordinated signaling DoS attacks (or signaling amplification attacks) from botnets, which can have huge impacts on the LTE air interface. According to [25] , DDoS from botnets can be achieved through signaling amplification attacks (signaling messages flood) in order to drain the network resources and affect its performance. As a countermeasure, ECN based congestion mitigation is proposed to avoid congestion in diameter interfaces. This solution is an extension of TCP/IP and uses a transport layer congestion avoidance algorithm in order to prevent the surge of messages at the router through ECN markings learning at the senders end. Upon receipt of a congestion marked packet, the TCP receiver informs the sender in the subsequent Acknowledgment (ACK) message about imminent congestion, which will in turn trigger the congestion avoidance algorithm at the sender.
In [104] , authors have also analyzed DoS attacks and proposed a solution based on a detector of MS initiated signaling DoS. This solution analyzes IP packet traces by examining characteristics of wake-up IP packets in order to infer the presence of a malicious signaling attack application, and can also be applied to DDoS. According to the authors, their solution can improve attack prevention resulting from MS initiated signaling by detecting and quarantining infected terminals.
As mentioned earlier, LTE has introduced a sharp increase of video traffic in mobile networks, which can be used to congestion network. To address signaling overhead related to high volume of video traffic streaming, which can raises the OPEX for mobile operators, authors in [105] proposed a Content-Aware (CA) priority marking and layer dropping scheme in order to enable highly efficient Quality of Experience (QoE)-based layer dropping at eNB. In LTE, this scheme can be applied in two modules: a CA priority marking module that marks every packet of video layer with the correspondent priority, and a CA layer dropping, which in turns drops packet receives at eNB based on their priority. Compared to existing solutions, the proposed CA depends on video layer priority marking scheme that indicates the transmission order for the layers of all transmitted videos across all users, and QoE-based layer dropping mechanism at the eNB. This scheme can be performed at the application layer, depending on where video is available.
Finally, another typical signaling attack is related to the NAS request attack targeting the HSS/AuC. This attack can be performed by exploiting vulnerabilities in the NAS of the E-UTRAN due to the unprotected RRC messages exchanges during the attachment procedure: RRCConnectionRequest, RRCConnectionSetup, RRCConnectionSetupComplete, RRCConnectionReject, and RRCConnectionRelease. Details on RRC messages are provided in [106] . In addition, the unprotected transmission of IMSI during connection establishment, and unprotected transmission of Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI) during the layer 1 handovers procedure can also be used to launch such attack. In fact, since C-RNTI is a temporary identifier of a mobile within the cell radio network assigned by the network via RRC control signals, this vulnerability can be exploited to cause a DoS attack by flooding the HSS/AuC [14] . Even though the effectiveness and impact of control signal DoS attacks have been presented including flooding of HSS/AuC, they have not proposed any mitigation solution. However, they have pointed out how to exploit weaknesses in E-UTRAN in order to carry efficient DoS attacks.
D. JAMMING-BASED ATTACKS
In this section, we primarily detail jamming-based DoS attacks in 4G networks focusing on LTE, and review current existing solutions based on the research literature. Jamming attacks are known as interference attacks and can take place at different layers, particularly in the physical layer, where the main threat relates to the radio jamming. Radio jamming can be understood as the deliberate transmission of radio signals in order to disrupt communications by decreasing the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the received signal [108] . The Table 5 , VOLUME 4, 2016 presents different physical layer threats and jamming attacks.
In [40] , authors have identified and examined several forms of jamming in wireless networks, which can be summarized as follows:
• Constant jamming: consists in continuous transmission of a jamming signal over the shared wireless medium. It can lead to an increase of the interference and noise level, and a degradation of the signal reception quality. As additional effect, the wireless channel is always busy, which keeps preventing the legitimate transmitter from gaining access to the channel. Therefore, it provides the constant jamming attack with ability to disrupt the legitimate communications, despite its energy-inefficient aspect due to continuous jamming signal emission.
• Intermittent jamming: consists in emitting a jamming signal from time to time.
• Reactive jamming: in order to corrupt data at the reception, a jamming signal transmission is started when the legitimate transmission is detected to be active. Compared to constant and intermittent jamming, reactive jamming has less impacts due to the fact that only data at the reception are corrupted while the legitimate transmitter is still able to access the wireless channel.
• Adaptive jamming: in this attack, the transmitted jamming signal is adjusted to the level of received power at the legitimate receiver. A similarity with the reactive jamming is the fact that the adaptive jamming does not transmit when the legitimate transmission is not detected and is inactive. However, the hardness to detect such attack due to the dynamically jamming adjustment is one of its challenging characteristics.
• Intelligent jamming: this typically exploits weaknesses of the upper-layer protocols in order to block the legitimate transmission. To perform such attack, a thorough understanding of the upper-layer protocols is required in order to target the vitally critical network control packets instead of data packets, based on the related protocol vulnerabilities. Typical attacks include jamming of the MAC control packets in WiFi, which can be grouped into Ready To Send (RTS) jamming attack, Clear To Send (CTS) jamming attack, and ACK jamming attack [112] . In the case of Physical layer jamming attacks, it comprises only the first four types of jamming, whereas intelligent jamming attacks essentially take advantage of the vulnerabilities of the upper-layer protocols such as the MAC, network, transport and application layers. In fact, some of these jamming attacks targeting the transport and network layers can be performed as packet injection and spoofing of network level control information, and are also known as selective jamming attacks [113] - [115] .
In LTE networks, jamming attacks in the physical layer can be performed by taking advantages of vulnerabilities of LTE physical channels and physical layer signals [77] .
Moreover, as LTE is based on the OFDM transmission technique, the lack of resistance of OFDM to jamming and interference, data integrity and information privacy attacks, is a major threat of LTE networks against DoS and loss of service attacks, compared to spread spectrum systems [110] .
Different types of jamming attacks in LTE have been identified. These types include: Smart Jamming, Noise Jamming, Correlated Jamming and Jamming over the control channel.
1) SMART JAMMING
Depends on local disruption of LTE communications without raising alerts, by saturating uplink and downlink controls channels, and tends to be hardly detected and mitigated [108] . There are two forms of smart jamming attacks: downlink smart jamming and uplink smart jamming.
In downlink smart jamming attacks, a malicious radio signal is generated in order to interfere with the reception of critical downlink control channels information. In uplink smart jamming attacks, on the contrary, the uplink control channel is the main target. By targeting the uplink control channel, it can prevent the eNB from receiving essential signaling messages required for the correct operation of the cell. Performing such attack requires prior knowledge of the Physical Resource Block (PRB) assigned to an uplink control channel at the physical layer, which can be obtained from SIB unprotected messages carried by the PBCH and Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) [18] . In fact, MIB and SIB unprotected messages are carried in PBCH channel in the initial access procedure to the LTE network and may be eavesdropped as mentioned in earlier sections. In practical terms, a rogue base station attack can be optimized by combining smart jamming on the LTE network in order to first obtain information from the unencrypted MIB and SIB messages, and then force the UE to camp on a fake GSM cell, as no network authentication is required [70] .
In [110] , authors also analyzed LTE networks vulnerabilities against the DoS and loss of service attacks launched by smart jammers, and provided an overview of possible jamming attacks in the LTE air interface. According to the authors [110] , the impact of smart jamming on the performance of LTE networks is still an open problem. An attacker may perform smart jamming DoS attacks on the common control channels, and OFDM pilot symbols such as CS-RS in LTE, by using simple narrowband jamming techniques, without requiring hacking of the network or its users. This can be achieved through a power-limited smart jammer targeting the CS-RS, the PBCH, or the PCFICH, and can lead to loss of Control Format Indicator (CFI). Another impact is the loss of tracking of critical feedback information from UEs in the PUCCH. In addition, a blocking of PRACH reselection and handover of UEs from neighboring cells to the jammed cell, and also possible blocking of out-of-sync and idle mode UEs in the jammed cell to get uplink synchronized and transition to connected state, respectively, can also result.
To mitigate such attacks, authors proposed a repeated game learning and strategy algorithm and suggested different possible countermeasures such as increasing CS-RS Transmit Power (Pilot boosting) in order to mitigate CS-RS jamming, throttle all UEs throughput (threat mechanism), change of eNB frequency and timing, and change of SIB2 (PRACH and PUCCH configuration). However, effects of smart jamming on a multi-cell configuration still need to be understood as well as design of future solutions.
2) NOISE JAMMING
Depends on injecting noise into the receiver and takes different forms such as:
• Barrage jamming attack: this form of jamming is also referred to as Broadband noise Jamming attack, and consists in interfering with the entire bandwidth occupied by OFDM sub-carriers with a high noise level [19] , [77] .
• Partial-band noise jamming attack: this jamming technique consists in jamming a portion of the entire BW by transmitting Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) over it. It can be performed as a Single-Tone Jamming attack, or Multi-Tone Jamming attack. Single tone jamming requires a single high powered impulse of AWGN noise to be transmitted so as to interfere with a certain band of interest. This can affect only LTE downlink single subcarriers. Multi tone jamming can be considered as a variant of partial barrage jamming, in which multiple numbers of equally powered noise are transmitted in order to take down a multiple number of frequency subcarriers within the LTE bands. This attack tends to be highly effective in case of limited power on the transmit side.
• Chirp jamming attack: consists in a continuous wave tone with constantly changing frequency over time. This type of jamming is the most difficult to mitigate.
3) CORRELATED JAMMING
Can cause severe impact on the OFDM transmission using minimal power. In particular, this type of jamming includes the Protocol-Aware Jamming, which requires a prior knowledge of the protocol used by the target. Different forms of correlated jamming attacks including synchronization jamming and equalization jamming have been identified. First, Synchronization Jamming Attacks is a correlated jamming, which can target the timing acquisition and the carrier frequency offset estimation [19] , [111] . These attacks can be performed as follows:
• False Preamble Timing Attack: depends on either moving the preamble, or destroying it altogether in order to disrupt the symbol timing estimation. This can be achieved by creating a new timing metric. Depending on knowledge that the jammer has about the preamble, it is possible to either transmit the false preamble, a false preamble altogether with the correct preamble or the correct preamble at an incorrect time.
• Preamble Nulling Attack: aims to null the preamble required for the synchronization by inverting the preamble symbol in time. It requires a perfect knowledge of the preamble as viewed by the receiver in order to transmit a structured waveform capable to drive the received energy of the preamble at the target receiver close to zero.
• Preamble Warping: aims to destroy timing correlation. It can be performed through attacks on the frequency domain structure of the preamble by destroying the correlation between the two halves of the first preamble symbol.
• Preamble Phase Warping: aims to disrupt the frequency offset estimate of the receiver by sending to it a frequency shifted preamble.
• Differential Scrambling Attack: the main goal is to disrupt the coarse frequency error estimation at the receiver by transmitting a constant stream of symbols across the sub-carriers used in the first preamble. Second, Equalization Jamming Attack is also a correlated jamming attack. It aims at disrupting the equalization process. Several techniques can be used to perform this attack including:
• Pilot Jamming Attacks: can be achieved by transmitting AWGN on the pilot tone in order to raise its noise floor and disrupt the equalization process. It requires a perfect synchronization between the jammer and the target signal.
• Pilot tone Nulling Attacks: this form of jamming also requires prior knowledge of the channel, and aims to null the pilot tone at the target receiver by transmitting a channel-corrected signal, which is -radian phase shifted of the pilot tone. As a result, the original pilot tone is cancelled out, leading to the degradation of the network performance.
• MIMO-OFDM channel sounding attacks: this can be performed by exploiting the possibility of jamming the channel estimation procedure. In the case of the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), this attack is also referred to as the singularity attack and consists in a multi-antenna jammer that tries to manipulate pilot tone in order to skew the Channel State Information (CSI) at the receiver. CSI reports allow an eNB to decide what specific MIMO scheme can be employed at any given time [116] - [121] .
• Cyclic Prefix Jamming Attacks: this attack targets the cyclic prefix, and can result in the knocking-off of the correlation and disruption of the received signal.
4) JAMMING OVER THE CONTROL CHANNEL
Is a typical form of jamming targeting the control channel in 4G LTE [77] . This attack can be performed by exploiting vulnerabilities related to the PCFICH and PUCCH channels in the down-link and up-link signals, the J/S ratio in OFDM physical channels (PDSCH/PUSCH, PCFICH, VOLUME 4, 2016 PUCCH, PBCH, Physical Hybrid-ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH)), the LTE physical layer signal Primary and Secondary Synchronization Signals (PSS), and the Downlink Reference Signals (RS)) [77] . In fact, control channels such as PUCCH play a key role in the LTE transmission, as they are used to transmit vital control signaling. Therefore, jamming the spectrum allocated to the PUCCH can result in the reduction of the LTE link availability within one or more cells due to the impacts of this attack. As examples of impacts of this attack, there are the impossibility of the control signaling to reach eNBs, the redundant re-transmission and delays of downlink data in relation with erroneous ACK and Non acknowledgment (NACK), and the phantom scheduling requests related to erroneous SR causing eNB to allocate PUSCH to a UE not requesting transmission. Other impacts include the poor link adaptation due to erroneous CQIs, and corrupted MIMO feedback due to erroneous CSI received on eNB. Moreover, attacks on control channels can also be performed by jamming a portion of the uplink or downlink signals. In this case typical attacks include:
• HARQ Acknowledgement Attack: can cause delays and unnecessary re-transmission.
• Random Access Channel Attack: depends on interfering with the portion of the uplink bandwidth assigned to random access requests. By flooding the random access channel, this attack can result in the impossibility of the base station to allow a user to initiate communication.
• Modulation Indicator Attack: this attack can be carried out by jamming the Modulation Scheme Indicator (MSI) in order to cause an incorrect data demodulation at the receiver, a higher Bit Error Rate (BER), and corrupted CQI. In fact, corrupting CQIs can lead to either a lower modulation order on a subcarrier which would otherwise be able to handle more, or an excessively high modulation order which will increase the BER on the subcarrier.
• Resource Allocation Attack: this type of attacks can be performed by corrupting resource allocation information, which can result in DoS. In order to mitigate AWGN noise and noise-like jamming attacks on OFDM, [19] proposed different solutions mitigated by using different techniques:
• Equalization attacks can be mitigated by transmitting pilot tones whose values are unknown to the attackers, or randomizing the pilot locations.
• Control channel attacks: can be mitigated by including the vulnerable control information in unoccupied data resources, monitoring of extra energy in control channels, randomizing control channels location in time and frequency, and using a shared key to pass location information to the user. Other mitigation solutions and approaches against jamming attacks in LTE including physical layer authentication, physical layer key generation and physical layer encryption.
As LTE physical security mechanisms are focused on physical layer authentication, physical layer key generation and physical layer encryption, mitigating attacks at the physical layer can be achieved through authentication process based on the physical-layer security techniques, in order to simplify the signaling interaction as well as enhance the security of the system, and provide reduction of the overhead of information exchange and signaling transmission [107] . Moreover, it does not require symmetric key in the system due to the use of the channel reciprocity to generate the key according to the channel characteristics, and ensures transmission security through beamforming and precoding techniques.
In addition, as a solution against the loss of orthogonality between the bonded or fragmented spectrum bands, which can be exploited to cause service disruption in IEEE 802.22-based DSA networks, LTE, and High Speed Packet Access (HSPA)+ networks, [109] proposed detection measures based on the estimated received signal strength from their throughput degradation. To be efficient, such detection mechanism depends on the difference between the average transmit power of the good users and the transmit power of the attackers, and can be enhanced by deploying a cooperative detection.
To mitigate effects of the 'protocol-aware' jamming attacks against the PUCCH channel, [39] analyzed possible detection and mitigation methods, and proposed the monitoring of excess PUCCH energy, which allows attack detection based on the presence of energy in resource elements in PUCCH region that is not assigned. In addition, the monitoring can simply detect an abnormally high amount of energy in the PUCCH region altogether, detect an abnormal amount of PUCCH errors by monitoring eNB for a sudden increase in errors on the PUCCH, as well as Bit errors by watching received CQI values that are not valid.
As countermeasures, authors proposed to give the user PUSCH resources for each subframe it has uplink control information to send, as well as given periodic PUSCH resources, or by using dynamic PUCCH sizing, and to grant periodic PUSH for subcomponent in presence of phantom-SRs, delegating reliable transmission to higher layers by forcing all PDUs in the RLC to use unacknowledged mode (RLC-UM) to mitigate the impact of PUCCH interference on HARQ processes.
To achieve full availability and resiliency of cellular networks against security attacks, authors in [108] have outlined future research directions such as:
• Broadcast and Control Channel protection: will be needed for enhanced jamming resiliency.
• Initial access to the network: concepts of cognitive radio and reuse of legacy networks could be applied to design more robust radio resource allocation architectures.
• RRC bearer management: distributed bearer management procedure in order to distribute EPC signaling load and minimize its impact is required.
• Implementation of distributed solutions: to reduce central node dependency.
• Core network signaling: strong SoN and software-based network nodes could minimize the NAS signaling load at the EPC and provide mitigation features to balance, re-route, or filter network control traffic, and could be applied in a flexible and adapting architecture.
V. OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS
In this section, we identify open issues in mobile networks security by pointing out areas that need more research investigation.
A. MITIGATING 4G AVAILABILITY AND SECURITY ATTACKS
DoS and DDoS attacks in 4G mobile are still an open issue and can be performed by exploiting vulnerabilities presented in previous sections. Possibility to launch attacks in LTE converged networks (Physical and MAC layer of WiMAX) have been pointed out [24] , [60] . However, there is still a need to design new protection and encryption mechanisms to be applied at the physical layer. DoS attacks can also result from the integration of WLAN and 4G/LTE networks [23] , [28] . Solutions proposed against these threats are based on a stateful analysis monitoring system. In the case of attacks on diameter, proactive and reactive service-based approaches have been proposed including anomaly-based and signature-based detection systems. Efficiency of these solutions on operational mobile networks has not been demonstrated. Future security research on mobility network attack detection in order to provide a RAN level advanced attack detection system is suggested [108] .
In the LTE security architecture, there are some issues worth investigating. In fact, more security mechanisms in the system architecture must be designed in order to protect communications from traditional protocol attacks and physical intrusions in the LTE networks.
Additional enhancements in EPS AKA scheme are needed, as well as a design of secure access authentication mechanisms to be used during UE access to the EPC via non-3GPP networks, in order to protect against the disclosure of user identity, DoS attacks and other malicious attacks. In addition, the security of the LTE Handover procedure is still an open issue requiring further enhancements in the key management mechanisms and handover authentication procedures in order to prevent protocol, desynchronization, and replay attacks.
A new trend is the integration of Machine to Machine (M2M) in mobile networks. In this context, some investigations need to be carried regarding authentication threats that may raise. In fact, there have been several papers about issues related to EPS AKA weaknesses such as bandwidth consumption and signaling overhead between serving and home networks [11] , [29] , [50] . However, few of them have addressed potential threats and attacks from M2M towards 4G mobile networks.
In the E-UTRAN NAS, weaknesses in E-UTRAN are still some open issues related to control signal for the HSS/AuC flooding attacks [14] . Potential research areas include software-based network nodes in order to minimize the NAS signaling load at the EPC and provide mitigation features to leverage network control traffic.
B. MITIGATING LTE BACKHAUL ATTACKS
The backhaul threats are mainly IP-based attacks targeting control elements and interfaces.
GTP will still continue to be used as a tunneling protocol in 4G mobile networks, despite potential attack against GTP [25] , [44] . The solution based on control traffic detection system cannot totally prevent and protect from packet tampering and resource exhaustion, as it is not efficient against an abnormal use of GTP create session request message during the initial attach of the MS.
To address IP-based threats in LTE backhaul networks, several existing solutions include security gateways used to filter connections, IPsec-based traffic encryption, and certificate authority. Certificate authority can prevent from unauthorized access to data and network components, and provide keys for traffic encryption. Potential future improvement can be achieved in DPI.
In addition, other solutions have been proposed, consisting in a layer 3 IPsec tunnel mode VPN architecture, based on a modified IKEv2 protocol, and HIP protocol. This allows to create IPsec BEET (Bound End-to-End Tunnel) based VPNs overlaid on top of the backhaul network in order to provide protection against spoofing attacks, user authentication and authorization, payload encryption, and privacy protection [12] . A particular interest is to investigate efficiency of this solution in the context of cloud-based virtualized network infrastructure and Software Defined Network (SDN).
Botnets are considered as major threats in 4G mobile networks, since they can be used to launch large scale DDoS (signaling amplification attacks) [45] . Some proposed countermeasures include ECN Based congestion mitigation. A typical threat related to Botnets is the signaling attack against session bearer management procedure. The proposed mitigation solutions suggest network-initiated session activation, modification, and deactivation procedures [22] .
Through the analysis, we have shown that the E-UTRAN is vulnerable to false base station, eavesdropping, redirection attacks, MITM attacks and DoS attacks. Various solutions and countermeasures, which have been proposed to mitigate these issues, include physical layer security mechanisms (key generation and encryption), strong authentication, enhanced encryption schemes and security architecture. However, these current solutions are not fully efficient, for example in the scenario of attacks against paging procedure (user localization or tracking attack). Therefore, it will be required to enhance security mechanisms in order to mitigate this type of attack.
In the backhaul and EPC, threats related to unauthorized access, DoS/DoS, signaling storms and flooding, IP spoofing,etc. still affect the the ability of network elements to serve new traffic and can lead to service unavailability, despite current existing proposed solutions such as security VOLUME 4, 2016 architecture, VPNs, encryption, network and traffic monitoring, IPS, etc. Typical, signaling attacks such as RAB establishment/release attacks, paging attacks, and attach request in the scenario of HSS flooding can not be prevented and detected. As these threats can have high impact on MME, HSS and HLR, designing a new integrated mechanism in 4G LTE to secure the initial attach request is still an open issue.
In addition, in the E-UTRAN physical layer, Jamming attacks are still a major threat needing more research investigations. Solutions based on information-theoretic security, artificial noise aided security, security-oriented beamforming techniques, diversity-assisted security approaches, and physical-layer secret key generation have been suggested by the researchers, but are still at their infancy and more investigation will be needed for practical implementation design.
Finally, with the evolution towards LTE-A networks, M2M communications are expected to be integrated and carried over mobile networks. New threats related to the application security and privacy are emerging as a major concern. Therefore, investigating the impact of coordinated joint attacks launch from dynamic connected devices is a challenging topic to be addressed by future research.
VI. CONCLUSION
Protecting and securing mobile networks is still a major concern for MNO. In this paper, we have reviewed the security issues in mobile networks. Due to the evolution in mobile network architecture, several weaknesses have been bought to the network introducing new threats, which can be used to perform attacks in the E-UTRAN and the EPC. These attacks can target both the AS and NAS protocols inside the C-plane and the U-plane. We have also provided an attack categorization and reviewed the current solutions and mitigation techniques that have been proposed in regards to the technology involved, type and category of attacks. Some open issues that need to be investigated further by the research have also been identified. 
